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I. Motivation

IV. Early Results

The figure below describes the types of results we target:
(a) Longitudinal studies are key

(b) Best-case efficiency is defined using optimal API (defined by typical and antagonist workloads 
profiled before last update period)

(c) Note, best-case efficiency degrades as workloads change

(d) Observed efficiency is lower than best-case, it includes regret from picking a sub-optimal policy 
(in hopes of reducing degradation between updates)

(e) Counter-factual regret simulates workload shifts and efficiency results repeatedly changing 
update frequency until convergence is reached 

V. Future work

- Using counter-factual regret to manage realistic workloads.  UAS need more, 
open platforms for such research [11].
- Applying counter-factual regrer to long running workloads that suffer black swan 
events.
- Rigorous proofs of convergence are needed for applications to UAS, IoT and 
self-driving cars where mistakes have grave consequences.
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Unmanned aerial systems are 
increasingly popular

Annual growth rate exceeds that of 
constituent components.

(a) altometers, image sensors

Manufacturers now provide 
software development kits (SDK).

(a) DJI support iOS, Android 
and Linux (Windows coming soon)

Programmable drones are a game 
changer, enabling a wider range of 
applications but...
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Developers need platform support 
to build applications.

As shown, unit sales of smart 
phone operating systems 
correlates with developer interest.

(a) data take from iOS, 
Android, Windows and Palm 

(b) 2008 – 2012

With rapid workload change, UAS platforms must frequently update resource management policies. 
Research on self-adaptive systems has addressed the technical challenges of:

(1) setting goals for resource management, especially in complex systems, 
(2) monitoring policies and assessing efficiency, 
(3) choosing between competing policies and models and 
(4) efficiently changing policies on the fly.

These approaches often exclude the cost of updating platforms. With rapid workload change,
the costs can become prohibitive.  

This position paper addresses a problem created by the growth of programmable UAS: How 
often should runtime platforms update policies and/or software given limited resources? 

As a running example, we ask the reader to consider software updates, because they
require costly programming effort. We argue that game theory approaches can help.
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Our approach:
1. Profile platforms over time: For resource management policies, profiles will assess runtime metrics, 
e.g., energy efficiency or response time.
2. Develop antagonists: These agents have constrained abilities to affect demand but aim to degrade 
platform efficiency.
3. Use counter-factual regret: Counter-factual regret is an iterative procedure to minimize the effect of 
antagonistic forces.

Scenario: Consider two agents that repeatedly compete for resources.  Agents act in turns and their 
actions are influenced by data about prior actions and their effects. Over a long period,  each agent would 
like to make choices that maximize their utility, where utility is a function of resources acquired.

An agent’s regret for an action taken is the difference between utility received and utility that could have 
been received with the best alternative action.

Counterfactual Regret Minimization algorithm[1], [19] :
Decomposes overall regret into multiple additive regret terms. Each player starts with a random strategy 
for making choices and over multiple iterations updates the strategy based marginal regret of each
action. The figure above depicts this approach in the context of update policies.
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